АКТУАЛЬНОСТЬ. При изучении рака предстательной железы особое значение придают детальному исследованию специфических молекулярных паттернов, отражающих биологический потенциал опухоли. Наибольший интерес представляет анализ в опухоли протеинов химерных генов. Цель. Анализ показателей экспрессии белков ERG и PBOV1 в опухолевых клетках и сопоставление их с параметрами прогноза заболевания у пациентов с раком предстательной железы. Материалы и методы. Ретроспективно изучен операционный материал, полученный от 85 пациентов (II-III стадии заболевания, T1-3N1-2M0) c карциномой предстательной железы после проведенной радикальной простатэктомии. Специфического предоперационного лечения пациентам не проводилось. Гистологическое исследование было проведено стандартным методом, и иммуногистохимическое – с использованием автоматического стейнера. Проводилась оценка морфологических характеристик опухоли, удаленных регионарных лимфатических узлов, семенных пузырьков. Изучалась зависимость гистологических и экспрессионных параметров опухоли с частотой возникновения отдаленных метастазов.

Результаты. Зарегистрирована взаимосвязь показателей экспрессии изучаемых белков с таким вариантом опухолевой прогрессии как гематогенное метастазирование. Более высокий процент экспрессии маркеров ERG и PBOV1 в клетках карциномы предстательной железы связан с более низкой степенью дифференцировки опухоли и неблагоприятным вариантом течения заболевания. Заключение. Результаты проведенного исследования демонстрируют значимость белков ERG и PBOV1 в качестве дополнительных прогностических факторов у больных с раком предстательной железы, и, вероятно, могут быть использованы для оценки прогноза заболевания при выборе тактики ведения у данной категории пациентов.

Ключевые слова: рак предстательной железы, протеины генов-слияния, гематогенное метастазирование, прогноз.
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of the disease in patients. Materials and Methods. The group of study consisted of 85 patients diagnosed with prostatic carcinoma (stage II-III of the disease, T1-3N0-M0), after radical prostatectomy. No specific preoperative treatment was given. Histological examination was conducted using a standard method, and immunohistochemical one – with use of an automatic stainer. Morphological characteristics of the tumor, of distant regional lymph nodes and of seminal vesicles were evaluated. Correlation between the histological and expression parameters of tumor and occurrence of distant metastases was studied. Results. Correlation was found between parameters of expression of the studied proteins with such variant of tumor progression as hematogenic metastasis. A higher percentage of expression of ERG and PBOV1 markers in cells of prostate carcinoma correlates with a lower degree of tumor differentiation and with a poor prognosis for the course of the disease. Conclusion. The results of the conducted research demonstrate significance of ERG and PBOV1 proteins as additional prognostic factors in patients with prostate carcinoma, and probably may be used for evaluation of prognosis of the disease in selection of the management tactics for the given category of patients.
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Prostate cancer (PC) is a malignant neoplasm with rather diverse clinical manifestations, pathomorphological variants and probable patterns of tumor progression. Parameters of the overall and metastasis-free survival in patients with PC are also variable. This requires individual evaluation of the tumor potential that determines either an aggressive growth or indolent course of the neoplastic process, which, in turn, is of primary importance for making a clinical decision about treatment tactics.

A study of pathomorphological and molecular-genetic markers of prognosis of tumor progression in PC, used in clinical practice, and search for new promising markers are important trends in oncology [1]. PC has been holding leading positions in the structure of oncologic mortality in men for a long time being the second leading cause of death in the USA and Europe and the fifth leading cause of death from malignant neoplasms in the world [2,3]. Thus, in 2016, PC caused 26,120 deaths in the USA alone [4]. However, such prevalence of PC diagnoses may «have a false ring», since an increase in the incidence of this pathology is accompanied by an increase in the number of false-positive cases [5].

At present, morphological examination of prostate tissue is the main diagnostic method of carcinoma of the given localization, with the key role played by histological assessment of the tumor tissue by Gleason score (Modified Gleason Grading System). This method determines a sum of grades that shows the degree of differentiation of carcinoma. A high Gleason score indicates a lower degree of differentiation of the neoplasm which in turn determines a more malignant character of tumor process. A high Gleason score of carcinoma (>7 grades), their relation with an elevated level of prostate-specific antigen, detection of the signs of invasion into the capsule and seminal vesicles are regarded as markers of unfavorable prognosis and a high risk of tumor regression in PC [6,7].

Accumulated clinical experience shows that histological examination of tumor tissue specimens does not always fully reflect the degree of differentiation of the neoplasm. For this reason, in present studies of peculiarities of PC a large significance is assigned to specific molecular parameters that reflect the biological nature of tumor. One of groups of such molecular-biological markers is proteins of chimeric genes.

As the analysis of literature showed, fusion genes in PC often exhibit restructure of alleles with formation of a chimeric gene TMPRSS2-ERG. TMPRSS2 is androgen-controlled serine protease (II type) which has a transmembrane position in cell and is characterized by a positive expression in the glan-
dular structures of the prostate. In carcinoma of the given localization, a fusion of genes of transcription factors family was identified, in particular, of ETV1 and ERG, and TMPRSS2. It is known that in this situation the mentioned transcription factors participate in regulation of the levels of expression of certain genes responsible for differentiation and growth of cells [8]. If TMPRSS2 promoter loses an allele and joins with one of ERG alleles, signs of carcinoma progression are recorded. The result of these changes is over expression of representatives of ETS family (transcription factors family) in malignantly transformed cells [9]. These changes were reported in 42% of PC cases and in 2% of patients with prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN), but with this, such changes are extremely rare in prostate hyperplasia. Few literature data indicate probable prognostic significance of TMPRSS2-ERG and their correlation with a higher risk of recurrences with a higher lethal outcome [10,11].

The other gene is PBOV1 (prostate and breast cancer over expressed 1). Over expression of PBOV1 was found in malignant tumors of different localizations including prostate carcinoma [12]. T. Pan, et al. (2016) showed that the level of expression of this gene may increase in malignantly modified cells of prostate tumor, while in normal cells of glandular epithelium and in benign hyperplasia of prostate the phenomenon of enhanced expression was absent. It is also known that protein-coding gene PBOV1 possesses the function of an oncogene thus determining the ability of tumor cells to accelerated division through the mechanism of suppression of cell cycle [13]. Of note, expression of the studied gene may be also induced by influence of androgens through mechanisms where the key role is played by transcription nuclear proteins, in particular, by FOXA-1 and FOXA-2 [14]. Prognostic significance of the role of PBOV1 tumor protein in PC and its use in clinical practice for evaluation of the course and outcome of the disease still remain unclear.

In this context, the aim of work is analysis of parameters of expression of ERG and PBOV1 proteins in tumor cells and of their correlation with the parameters of prognosis of PC in patients.

Materials and Methods
A retrospective study of the operational material obtained from 85 patients (from 58 to 78 years of age, the mean age 67.3±3.7 years) with PC of II and III stage, T1-3N1-2M0, was carried out. All the patients underwent surgical treatment (radical prostatectomy with lymph node dissection) in the urological department of clinics of Siberian State Medical University (2010-2013). No preoperative treatment was given. In the postoperative period the patients remained under observation of oncologist for not less than 3 years.

Cutting, preparation and staining of paraffin sections was performed using standard histological methods. Microscopic examination on the light optical level was carried out using Carl Zeiss Axio Scope A1 microscope (Germany). Morphological stage of the research included determination of the genotype of prostate tumor according to the modern WHO classification. Light microscopy was used to differentiate the degree of carcinoma in the neoplasm tissue by Gleason score, and to detect signs of extra capsular invasion into seminal vesicles. The extent of stromal infiltration was evaluated in points using a semi-quantitative method (1 point – inflammatory infiltration is minimal or absent, 2 points – moderate inflammatory infiltration, 3 – pronounced infiltration).

All regional lymph nodes removed in the operation, were subject to morphological examination with the aim of detection of metastases. Immunohistological analysis of specimens of tumor tissue was carried out in the Department of Pathological Anatomy of the Tomsk Regional Oncology Center with use of immunohistostainer Bond-maX (Leica Biosystems). Antibodies ERG (rabbit monoclonal antibody ERG, CloneEP111), PBOV1 (rabbit polyclonal antibody, Abcam, ab216045) andKi67 (monoclonal antibody, Thermo Fisher, CloneSP6) were used. The
result of immune staining of the antibodies in the tumor cells was evaluated by Histo-score method. Percentage of tumor cells with positive expression was evaluated (in 10 random microscope fields per 1000 cells, x400 magnification).

The data were processed by Statistica 10.0 program, dispersion analysis was carried out, \( \chi^2 \) criterion was investigated. Statistical significance was assumed to be \( p<0.05 \).

**Results and Discussion**

In 80 of 85 patients included into the study (94.1%), the histological type of the neoplasm was acinaradenocarcinoma, in 5 patients (5.9%) rare forms of PC were found (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Acinaradenocarcinoma of prostate. Gleason score 4. Staining with hematoxylin and eosin, x200](image)

During follow-up examination, in 16 patients (18.8%) hematogenic metastases were revealed: in 13 patients (15.3% of the total patients included into the research) – isolated damage to the spine and skeletal bones, in 3 patients (3.5%) – metastatic foci in visceral organs. Morphological examination of preparations of the regional lymph node tissue showed existence of metastases in 30 patients (35.5%, Fig. 2).

The analysis showed that the rate of hematogenic dissemination in patients was in correlation with some morphological parameters, e.g., the extent of differentiation of the neoplasm by Gleason score \( \chi^2=7.2; p=0.02 \) and existence of extra capsular spread (pT3c) in the form of invasion of the tumor tissue into the seminal vesicles \( \chi^2=8.6; p=0.004 \). In examination of the morphological parameters of the tumor stroma, expressiveness of the inflammatory infiltration was not associated with the development of distant metastases (\( p=0.7 \)).

Percent of expression of the studied molecular markers in the tumor tissue was associated with the degree of differentiation of adenocarcinoma by Gleason score. A higher percent of expression of ERG and PBOV1 proteins was associated with a low degree of differentiation of the neoplastic tissue. Thus, percentage of expression of ERG protein was higher in tumors with a low degree of differentiation than in highly differentiated tumors (86.2±2.3 and 51.2±1.73; \( p=0.006 \)). Similar data were obtained for PBOV1 protein (97.5±8.7 and 60.3±8.59, respectively; \( p=0.007 \)) (Fig. 3, 4).

A study of parameters of hematogenic metastasizing in patients with PC depending on the peculiarities of expression of the...
died protein permitted to identify correlation of tumor progression with percent of expression of markers in cells of the malignant neoplasm. In the group of patients with metastases (M1) irrespective of localization of metastatic foci the percent of expression of PBOV1 protein was significantly higher than in the absence of signs of progression of the disease (M0): M1 – 94.5±8.8% and M0 – 67.4±12.1% (p=0.005). A similar dependence was also noted for ERG tumor protein – with the existence of remote metastatic lesions of organs and skeletal bones the percent of expression of the marker was statistically significantly higher than in the group of patients with a favorable course of the disease (83.5±2.7 and 58.3±16.6, respectively; p=0.0053). Index of proliferative activity of tumor cells evaluated by nuclear staining of tumor cells (Ki67), did not show a significant correlation with the rate of development of distant metastases (p=0.09) in our work.

Fig. 2. A metastasis of acinaradenocarcinoma into a regional lymph node. Staining with hematoxylin and eosin, x200

Fig. 3. Evident nuclear expression of ERG in cells of acinaradenocarcinoma of prostate. Immunohistochemical reaction, x400
Fig. 4. Evident nuclear expression of PBOV1 protein in cells of acinaradenocarcinoma of prostate. Immunohistochemical reaction, x400

So, a study of parameters of expression of ERG and PBOV1 tumor proteins being products of fusion genes, identified a number of important peculiarities.

Thus, there was recorded a relationship between expression parameters of the studied proteins and such variant of tumor progression as hematogenic metastasizing. The data obtained in research showed that a higher percent of expression of ERG and PBOV1 markers in cells of prostate carcinoma is associated with a lower degree of tumor differentiation.

It is most probable that change in percent of expression of the studied proteins in PC with low differentiation of the tumor tissue and with appearance of distant metastases, is associated with derangement of balance in the mechanisms of signal pathways participating in differentiation and proliferation of tissues, with increase in invasive properties of tumor cells, and reflects their higher metastatic potential.

A high percent of tumor cells with positive expression of ERG and PBOV1 proteins in PC with hematogenic metastases shows that over expression of these markers is associated with unfavorable variant of the course of the disease.

Conclusion
The results of conducted research demonstrate significance of ERG and PBOV1 proteins as of additional prognostic factors in patients with prostate cancer and may probably be used for evaluation of prognosis of the disease when selecting management tactics for this category of patients.
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